Roland Symons sent another from his inexhaustible treasury
of RAF Squadron badges, this time for 342 (French) Squadron
(right), which was granted in October 1944. They came from
Lorraine, hence the alerions on a bend, a strange creature that
it said to have been adopted because the name is a near
anagram of Lorraine. Roland has drawn them as little eagles
missing their beaks and feet, which is probably their true origin
(did the artist intend to add them, but ran out of gold leaf?),
though often these days they are shown as simple pairs of
‘wings conjoined in lure,’ as they say.
Two pictures of the Bonacon from mediaeval bestiaries
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David Bowyer, from Canada, sent this cartoon of Hagar the Horrible. We have seen
Hagar before, and he reminds me that I always thought that Vikings were more
familiar with dragons than with lions.

St Benedict Biscop (628-690), whose feast day falls on 12th January, was not the
founder of the Benedictine Order, but an Englishman. Here is what John Vince has
to say about him: “At the age of twenty-five Benedict left the service of the
Northumbrian king Oswy to enter the church. He travelled six times to Rome,
became an abbot, and amassed the important libraries at Monkwearmouth and Jarrow
upon which Bede’s scholarship was founded.”
The Dragonlore Calendar of Saints is now available for those who might like it. First
there is the calendar itself, listing all those saints whose names have appeared on
issues of Dragonlore (plus a few extras for possible future use) together with the
numbers of those issues. Then there is an Index with all the saints listed
alphabetically with their dates, and finally a listing of all Dragonlore issues in
numerical order with the name of the relevant saint. This may be had as an e-mail
attachment or as a print-out by post, three pages in all, and I have had it posted on
our website.
The picture on the cover was sent in by Ken Mourin, who noted that it showed a
Dragon biting a snake, but was otherwise unaware of its significance. Note the two
varieties of Tudor Rose, plus the Thistles and Shamrock leaves below the Dragon.
What could be tiny flax flowers scattered around the snake at the top are probably
only decoration and not the symbol of Northern Ireland that is currently in use on our
coinage. The Dragon is peculiar in having what might be termed pectoral legs and
pelvic wings, which is rare, though we have seen it before. Ken would be glad if
anybody could assist with some information to enlighten us as to its meaning, or
provenance. With a large number of members in Norfolk, we remain hopeful.

Iain Boyd, from New Zealand, sent a number of pictures.
First was this impression of an Assyrian seal (below),
probably made by carving the design on a cylinder and
then rolling it across the clay tablet. Next came three
mediaeval depictions of the Bonacon from Bestiaries, one
of which is quite familiar (see No 82, p 5, and see right)
while the other two are shown on the back page. For
those who can, Iain suggests looking at http://bestiary.ca/
index.html for further information on these creatures.

FLYING SERPENTS
Ron Fiske sent some clippings from The Gentlemen’s Magazine, which are worth
seeing:
A Flying Serpent?
Mr URBAN,
April 20.
In the beginning of the month of August, 1776, a phaenomenon was seen in a parish a
few miles West of London, which much excited the curiosity of the few persons that
were so fortunate as to behold it.
The strange object was of the serpent-kind ; its size that of the largest common
snake; and, as well as it could be discovered from so transient a view of it, it
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resembled it by a kind of grey mottled skin. The head of this extraordinary animal
appeared about the size of a small woman’s hand. It had a pair of short wings very
forward on the body, near its head ; and the length of the whole body was about two
feet. Its flight was very gentle ; it seemed too heavy to fly either fast or high ; and its
manner of flying was not in an horizontal attitude, but with its head considerably
higher than the tail ; so it seemed continually labouring to ascend without ever being
able to raise itself much higher than 7 or 8 feet from the ground.
About a fortnight after its appearance in the neighbourhood of London, an account
was given in a country news-paper of an animal, which, by the description there given
of it, seemed very much to resemble this, having been both seen and caught by a
person at Chelmsford. Having no correspondent at that place, nor time or opportunity
to make a personal enquiry, I was not able to compare the above account with the
animal there said to have been taken ; but should apprehend it might not be difficult,
even at this distant period, to learn who it was that saw and killed this creature ;
which, it is to be hoped, has been by some means or other preserved, to satisfy the
enquiries of such as are desirous to investigate the genus to which this very rare
animal belongs.
S. B.

JOURNAL SCAN
Bletchley Park Times (Autumn
2009) features on the cover a picture
of one of a pair of newly-carved
Griffins that flank the main entrance
to the Mansion at Bletchley Park.
Carved from English Bath stone by
Michelle Brown, they are a good
match for the originals, which had
deteriorated so much as to be
scarcely recognisable. Heraldically,
the Griffin shown would be called an
Opinicus, as all its legs are leonine,
but they have not misnamed it, since
the Opinicus is indeed a form of
Griffin, just as a Wyvern is a form of
Dragon. Roman Griffins had a lion’s
body and legs with an eagle’s head
and wings, and the latter’s talons on
the fore legs did not appear until the
Middle Ages. We are grateful to
Guy Brocklebank for providing this
copy of the magazine.
The Heraldic Craftsman (No.70, December 2009), under the heading “A Wyvern in
Wiltshire,” has a picture of a carving made by Antony Denning SHA, one of a pair of
Wyverns, a detail from a large panel that he carved for the clock tower at Wilton
House. Tony sent the picture to Dragonlore, but I thought that the ‘Craftsman’ could
show it to better effect. It is one of the handsomest and happiest Wyverns that I have
ever seen.
Hogtown Heraldry (Vol 21, No 4, Fall 2009) has the arms of the Butler Dukes of
Ormonde with its sinister supporter of a Male Griffin, illustrating a letter from David
G. Butler. Those with sharp eyes may notice a few decorative Griffins elsewhere in
the journal, but most of the pictures are so small and dark that even with a
magnifying glass it is hard to make out the details.
The Heraldry Gazette (New Series 114, December 2009 – it arrived on the 31st!)
has a generous tribute to the College of Dracology, illustrated with the arms of three
French examples of Civic Heraldry – Draguignan with a Wyvern, Menton with St
Michael slaying a Dragon and Vitry-le Francois with a Salamander – chosen because
the new Editor of the Gazette, Bernard Juby, lives in France. Also illustrated is a
picture of a very fine Unicorn carved in stone, taken from a demolished building in
the City of London and now up for sale.
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Mr. URBAN,
Nov. 4.
In turning over your excellent Repository of everything that is ingenious, learned, and
curious, in p. 373 I find an extraordinary account of a flying serpent. A friend of
mine communicated to me a phaenomenon of the same sort some months ago ; which
I ought to have transmitted to you, to lay before the publick, long ere this, but it
slipped my memory. I now inclose it for insertion in your Monthly Miscellany ; and
should like very much to be informed, whether or not you have had any
communication from any person at Chelmsford, where your correspondent S.B. said
an animal of the same appearance, he believed, had been seen and caught.
“On Saturday, July15, 1797, about ½ past 10 at night, walking from
Hammersmith to town, about two miles and a half from Hyde park Corner, I observed
an animal fly across the road towards the South. It moved very slow and heavy. The
body was of a dark colour, about the thickness of the lower part of a man’s arm, about
two feet long. The wings were very short, and placed near the head. The head was
raised above the body. It was not above seven or eight feet from the ground. Being
an animal of such an uncommon description, I was particular in noticing the day of
the month, and likewise being the day preceding a most dreaful storm of thunder and
lightning.”
In Owen’s History of
Serpents, there is an animal
figured extremely like those
described by your former and
present correspondent.
J. R.
This may be the animal
figure mentioned (right), from
Huber’s Treasury, 1981.
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BOOK REVIEWS

ORIENTAL FEEDBACK

THE DRAGON’S EYE – The Dragonology Chronicles Vol. I, by Dugald A. Steer
with Illustrations by Douglas Carrel (Dorking 2006) was a Christmas present from
Roger Seabury. It is an exciting story in which two children meet Dr Ernest Drake,
the Victorian protagonist of Dragonology, and begin to learn about Dragons,
travelling to various parts of the British Isles. Here is one of the delightful vignettes
that serve as chapter headings:There are also dozens of
full-page drawings to help
the story along, in the best
style of traditional
children’s books, and the
author must be
congratulated for his vivid
imagination as well as for
his concern for the wellbeing of Dragons.
THE DRAGON DIARY (This is Vol. II of the above, Dorking 2009) taking the
two children through Europe and Africa to Asia and the Far East. Volume III is
promised, entitled The Dragon’s Apprentice.

Further to the Kinaree of Bangkok that we showed in No 106, here is a drawing of the
Kinnara from Cambodia (Huber, 1981) which may well be the same creature.
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FOYLE’S PHILAVERY: A treasury of unusual words collected by Christopher
Foyle (Edinburgh 2007) was a birthday present from my sister Una Lewers, and is a
pleasantly amusing assemblage, worth dipping into at odd moments rather than
giving it a straight read-through. I have one niggle: it quite often gives help in
pronunciation, as here:- “viviparous adjective…It is pronounced ‘vai-vip-uh-rus,’
with the stress on the second syllable.” Does he think that laid is pronounced ‘lied’?
Of course, in some parts of our country this is the case, and so to avoid confusion lied
becomes ‘loyd’ – but surely not where Foyle comes from? Perhaps he was thinking
of the ‘ai’ sound in aisle! English is certainly a very inconsistent language.
However, there is one unusual word that concerns us, and may merit an entry in
our Additions to the A to Z. It is:“Whangdoodle
noun
an imaginary creature which features in North American folklore and one of Roald
Dahl’s children’s books”
I can find no mention of it in Rose (2000) – though she does include the North
American Whappernocker, one of the lumberjacks’ Fearsome Critters – nor in
Cherry (1995), Hargreaves (1990), Cohen (1982) nor Barber and Riches (1971), so if
any of our North American of Dahl-reading members can give us more information
about this creature, we would be very grateful. Maybe Quentin Blake has drawn a
picture of it.
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